
 

Minutes Procedure 
Minute-taker submits draft to group within 10 days of meeting; members have 7 days to submit revisions (no response is 
treated as approval). 

If any revisions, minute-taker forwards revised draft to group within 3 days for electronic approval; members have 2 days to 
respond (no response is treated as approval). 

Minute-taker submits approved minutes in Microsoft Word format to the Ministry Assistant for Programs (Doug Freeman, 
dougf@plymouth.org) upon approval. 

BOARD	OF	FINANCE	AND	ADMINISTRATION	
Meeting	Minutes	
Wednesday,	March	16,	2021	

ATTENDANCE: 

Yes No   Yes No  
■  Rev. Dr. DeWayne Davis, Lead Minister  ■  Cathy Crane (2022) 
■  Anne Gustafson, Director of Ops, Staff Liaison  ■  Ryan French (2024) 
■  Ray Martin, Deputy Treasurer  ■  Becca Norris (2023) 
■  Mike McCallister, Treasurer  ■  John Schenk (2022) 
■   Mike McGettigan (2024), Chair  ■  Rick Seime (2024) 
■  Jen Glaeser (2023), Secretary  ■  Jean Thomson (2022) 
    ■  Dobby West (2023) 

GUESTS: 
• Wells Fargo Investment Team: Dave Gutzke, Director, Relationship Manager; Ryan Hemmingsen, Portfolio 

Manager; Brady Leverty, Senior Investment Analyst 
• Deacons & Investment Committee members: Karen Barstad, Jason Schueller 

Actions	Taken:	
Item 1. February meeting minutes were approved via email review and conversation and provided to Doug 
Freeman on 3/1.  No conversation was held regarding the minutes. 

Item 2. Motion was made, seconded, and approved by all to accept February financials as presented. 

Investment	Team	conversation	re:	budget	
Mike McGettigan opened the meeting at 5:05 pm, introducing Dave Gutzke from the WF investment management 
team and invited him to open our conversation, addressing questions put to the team by the board via email 
conversation regarding projections and models for investment returns in the coming years. Dave re-introduced the 
team, and invited portfolio manager, Ryan Hemmingsen to lead the review of scenarios. 

He proceeded to share his screen that illustrated the models for projecting investment returns and impact with 
different rates of withdrawal. Models assumed $100K contributions annually, 2% average rates of inflation and 0.75% 
fees, and based projections on unrestricted funds amount. The team expects gross returns of ~6% over time less fees 
and inflation of roughly 3.25%. 

He reviewed the projects associated to different scenarios exploring 20-year projections based on 4%, 6%, 8%, and 
10%. He noted that first scenario with 4% looks fairly safe. At 6% and above value of portfolio reduces significantly 
over time.  

Board members explored questions and scenarios in continued discussion. 
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Opening	Thought	
Jean Thomson shared opening thoughts from Aldous Huxley:  

We apprehend [God] in the alternate voids and fullness of a cathedral; in the spaces that separate 
the salient features of a picture; in the living geometry of a flower, a seashell, an animal; in the 
pauses and intervals between the notes of music, in their differences of tone and sonority; and 
finally, on the plane of conduct, in the love and gentleness, the confidence and humility, which 

give beauty to the relationships between human beings. 

Stewardship	Update	
Ryan French reported that committee met a few nights prior. We’re moving quickly on putting together a stewardship 
retreat in mid-to-late May in service to a shared vision for stewardship. On pledge commitments for calendar ’22, 
we’re at $1.39M, with ~$160K remaining toward revised goal of $1.549M, or 90% to goal. Should perhaps reconsider 
the revised goal and try to work with the original $1.4M goal or the total from ’21 of $1.42M. There was conversation 
and agreement to ensuring that major givers aren’t double counted (between stewardship efforts and Rev. Davis’ 
direct asks). 

Becca Norris asked whether the committee has considered a specific and direct ask for increased commitments. Ms. 
Thomson noted that we don’t know enough about where the contributors fall to make an informed and targeted ask. 
Consensus conversation noted importance of communicating to community where we are currently at and trending 
and help them understand what they as donors can do to ensure that we meet our goals. 

2022-23	Budget	Updates	
Anne Gustafson reviewed updates to latest version of the budget for FY ’23, noting small updates & corrections based 
on last review. She and Mr. McGettigan opened the conversation to questions. 

Conversation returned to concerns and importance of getting accurate information related to donor contributors for 
ensuring accuracy on projections for future budget and funding of operations. It was agreed that efforts would be 
made to pull together information for analysis and use in the future. 

Mr. McGettigan redirect the conversation to budget specifics to approve budget for submission to deacons. He asked 
members to respond to their comfort levels, particularly as it related to top line income items in contributions and 
lead minister stewardship growth. 

Dobby West voiced his concerns about the numbers, noting that they’re both significant increases, that they seemed 
overly aggressive, particularly when we don’t have accurate information regarding donors. Ms. Thomson echoed 
these concerns. Ms. Gustafson noted her comfort with current income items on budget. Rev. Davis supported this 
statement and acknowledged that he feels optimistic as the community returns to the building. 

Financial	Report	Review	
Ray Martin led review of the February Financials. In total income for YTD, we’re nearly $23K ahead of budget on the 
total income and in total expenses we’re below budget by nearly ($22K), for net operating income of ($203K), or 
favorable variance from budget of ~$44.9K. The forgiveness of the payroll protection loan has helped the year’s 
financials considerably. 

Motion was made to accept February financials as presented in reports emailed to the board. Motion was 
seconded and approved unanimously, with no further discussion. 

Building	Fund	Discussion		
Mr. McGettigan turned attentions to the continued discussion of establishing a designated building fund for the 
church that separates and funds capital expenditures apart from the operating fund. He, Mike McCallister, Rev. Davis, 
and others from the building and grounds committee have been discussing and brainstorming options and 
approaches for establishing such a fund, including recognition that changes would need to be made to current 
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organizational procedures and policies for managing operating funds. He asked Mr. McCallister to lead the discussion 
and review of ideas. 

Mr. McCallister recapped origination of idea and how in the last few weeks the new gift provides renewed life and a 
path toward initiating the funding for building fund. Our goal now is to gather feedback, answer questions, and create 
space for additional discussion.  

Initial thoughts for seed funding include the recent gift of $859K, selecting upwards of 5 building-aligned funds that 
exist today with balance of roughly $300K. This may provide a starting position of $1M. Question as to whether there 
are other board designated funds that could applied to seeding the building fund. Becca Norris and Dobby West 
expressed support for the proposed building fund. John Schenk raised the philosophical question as to how we want 
to commit our resources, recognizing that a designated fund of $1M falls far short of what would be needed for on-
going annual capital expenses estimated at ~$200K. Mr. McCallister recognized the feedback and continued the 
conversation identifying needs for creating policy and plans for this to take shape. 

Mr. McGettigan noted that we could have a reserve study conducted that would help in projecting needs for financial 
plans for funding future work. Members echoed this thought and expected benefit. Discussion continued along the 
lines of a need for a capital campaign to build out a sizeable sum for the fund. At a future date, we will seek a motion 
to official move forward on this. 

Clergy	Report	
Rev. Davis reported that clergy team is working on taking advantage of coming back as strong as we can. We’re 
scheduled out through May. First time in 40 years that Ramadan, Easter and Passover converge. Group of downtown 
churches, mosques, and synagogues are coordinating interfaith dialogues. 

Operations	Report	&	Building	Projects	Update	
Ms. Gustafson noted we’re dialing back the covid protocols. We have quite a few funerals on the calendar in the next 
few weeks. She acknowledged Becca Norris for her help in interviewing Ministry Assistant of Operations; we’ve 
extended an offer to an individual.  

Other	Business	/	Other	Committee	Updates		
Mr. West mentioned that Rev. Davis “dropped in” on building and grounds meeting and provided a teaser on the 
bequest. He asked what can be shared with committee members. He asked “the Mikes” to present the idea of the 
Building Fund to the committee to bring them into the process for budgeting and planning. 

Mr. McGettigan noted that we’ll likely have a joint meeting with the Deacons next month. 

Next	Meeting:	Wednesday,	April	20,	2022,		5-7pm		
Rev. Dr. Davis provided closing thoughts, sharing A Prayer for the Church. 

Becca Norris will provide the opening thought for March meeting. 

Meeting adjourned shortly after 7 pm. 

 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
Jen Glaeser  


